Computer-aided diagnosis: a neural-network-based approach to lung nodule detection.
In this work, we have developed a computer-aided diagnosis system, based on a two-level artificial neural network (ANN) architecture. This was trained, tested, and evaluated specifically on the problem of detecting lung cancer nodules found on digitized chest radiographs. The first ANN performs the detection of suspicious regions in a low-resolution image. The input to the second ANN are the curvature peaks computed for all pixels in each suspicious region. This comes from the fact that small tumors possess and identifiable signature in curvature-peak feature space, where curvature is the local curvature of the image data when viewed as a relief map. The output of this network is thresholded at a chosen level of significance to give a positive detection. Tests are performed using 60 radiographs taken from routine clinic with 90 real nodules and 288 simulated nodules. We employed free-response receiver operating characteristics method with the mean number of false positives (FP's) and the sensitivity as performance indexes to evaluate all the simulation results. The combination of the two networks provide results of 89%-96% sensitivity and 5-7 FP's/image, depending on the size of the nodules.